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Details of Visit:

Author: pi
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 28 Nov 2010 7:30 PM.
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Charlie's Angels
Phone: 07857692598
Phone: 07857692598

The Premises:

Plenty of parking behind flats, safe and discreet private apartment, clean as a whistle and very well
maintained and of course let?s not forget Vicky. Vicky, as you may recall from my earlier reports, is
herself amazing when performing in the room. Today her role might have been restricted to maid
duties but her wonderful warm welcome was in itself a very uplifting starter for the fun and games to
come. 

The Lady:

Louise is a 26 year old glamour model with notable top shelf credits to her name. Standing at about
5?6? she has a lovely slender figure, shoulder length brown hair with highlights and lovely sexy
flirtatious eyes that I also found to be the windows to a passionate, kind and very insightful soul.

Louise has enhanced breasts and many tattoos and while I appreciate that this might not appeal to
all, read on because Louise is different and I?ll tell you for why.

Although Charlie had told me about Louise?s enhancement on the phone, when I met Louise in
person I felt sure I had been told wrong. It turns out that this delightful creature has had these
wonderful curves sculpted by a surgeon who has also been employed by some notable celebs.
Neither my eyes, fingers or tongue found even the slightest blemish. Louise?s breasts are the
perfect size and so well in balance with the rest of her figure. I found them to be perfect handfuls
and I feel sure that to Louise a bra is not so much a support garment as an optional erotic
adornment, when she seductively removes it her breasts do not drop in the slightest but remain
perfectly firm and gently jiggling with nipples pointing invitingly in your direction, just begging to be
licked, nibbled and sucked. Wonderful.

In terms of her tattoos, they were very tasteful and artistic and if anything seemed to compliment the
lines of Louise?s gently undulating body.

The Story:

Louise entered the room dressed exactly as I had requested. Her aforementioned breasts were
adorned by a beautiful red and black bra ( I am a bra fetishist and this particular item couldn?t have
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been better displayed ) she wore a delightful short pleated skirt, fishnet stockings and suspenders,
stripper shoes and no knickers.

With her sat alluringly next to me on the bed we had our initial chat. I said that while I?d never loose
sight that she was a lady and I would hopefully remain a gentleman, the simple truth remained that I
loved to fuck. Louise?s eyes flashed as she told me that she had no trouble with that at all. I told her
that I had been entertaining ideas of some fantasy role play and Louise said that while she could do
that she?d really prefer to be herself. She said this in such a way that left me under no illusion that
I?d prefer her to be herself as well and what was about to happen between us would be far better
than anything even my highly fertile imagination could ever dream up. We then sealed the deal with
a kiss, then another kiss, then another and another at which point I felt it only right to pull away and
remind Louise that she hadn?t even taken the fee yet. This taken care of we both dived onto the
bed and within seconds I was to experience the almost unbearable pleasure of Louise?s hungry
mouth positively devouring my cock.

During the time that Louise came up for air we were able to chat and get to know one another and it
was then that I was to hear the remarkable story of how Louise first came to Charlie?s. Believe it or
not Louise first cam to Charlie?s as a client! Passionately bisexual, Louise first attended this
establishment to satisfy her hunger for pussy and was so impressed that she later returned in
search of employment that also satisfied her hunger for cock.

This revelation merely fuelled our already considerably passions and this, along with our mutual
enjoyment of vigorous hard fucking soon led me to fill the condom planted firmly between Louise?s
legs which by this time were pointing extremely firmly towards opposite corners of the ceiling.

It only took the time of a quick clean up before we were both ready to go again, this time with
Louise?s favourite doggy position. I also love doggy, the only drawback being that you can?t see
the facial expression of your partner. It would seem that Charlie?s and indeed Louise feel the same
because we merely needed to face the foot of the bed to be presented with the glorious image of
ourselves in the throws of animalistic passion reflected in a large mirror.

Thus we passed an entire hour in just about the best way that two humans can. We concluded this
wonderful session with my masturbating over Louise?s beautiful breasts and my falling back to
luxuriate in the sight of her massaging my cum into them as it were some kind of exclusive body
lotion.

Put simply, Louise is a wonderful lady, but please remember, as we should with every single girl we
encounter, to treat her as such. Show this consideration and I?m sure you will have just as good a
time as me.

Can?t wait to see you again Louise. x x x
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